
 
 

  

With the advent of JavaScript, at the turn of the century web 
applications were developed using the traditional client-server 
model. These applications were developed using distributed 
programming models in which programmers can express that a 
particular part of their application's state is local or remote 
within the executing code. In contrast, modern so-called 
distributed rich internet applications (DRIAs) distribute both 
their application logic and state across multiple servers and 
clients. In these applications the distinction between local and 
remote application state no longer holds. For example, a 
DRIA's clients and servers require parts of the distributed 
global state to be locally available. 
This lack of expressiveness on behalf of distributed 
programming models unnecessarily burdens programmers. 
More precisely, programmers are forced to tackle the 
distribution of both logic and state across multiple clients and 
servers using distributed programming models that lack the 
necessary abstractions. For example, this requires 
programmers to manually synchronise the parts of the 
application's state distributed across the clients. 
In this dissertation we present Triumvirate, a DSL tailored 
towards the development of DRIAs. Triumvirate provides data 
types specifically designed to represent various kinds of 
distributed state. These data types differ in the way they 
behave under concurrent updates and in their parameter 
passing semantics. Moreover, Triumvirate provides 
abstractions that allow programmers to deploy application 
logic across multiple servers and clients. 
Concretely, Triumvirate provides a multitude of data types 
that allow programmers to implement distributed state with 
various consistency guarantees. Triumvirate automatically 
enforces these guarantees using state-of-the-art consistency 
mechanisms. Moreover, Triumvirate also allows for the 
implementation of distributed reactive state. 
To do so we develop a novel propagation algorithm for 
decentralised reactive programs. We validate the different 
facets of Triumvirate through various proofs, benchmarks and 
real-life use cases. 
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